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1 Which animals do you think can survive in the Sahara desert?
Make a list. Then read the text and see if you guessed correctly.

2 Read the text again and match the sentences with the
animals in the box.

1 They have feathers to protect them from the hot sun. 

2 They are cold-blooded.

3 They hide under rocks and in the sand during the day.

4 They do not need to drink. 

3 Which animals live in your country? How have they adapted to their environment? 

gazelles birds reptiles small mammals

birds

OccupationsI DD Y KO U N WO ?

Animal life in the Sahara desert
Look at this picture of camels in the Sahara. It is almost impossible to imagine that life can exist
there. But many mammals, reptiles, and over 300 species of birds survive.
Mammals
There are many species of mammals in the Sahara desert.
Mammals must keep the same body temperature at all times. If they get too hot, they breathe
very fast but they lose a lot of water when they do this. This is a problem in the desert, so
mammals try to stay cool. Small mammals hide under the sand or under rocks during the day to
avoid the hot sun. 
Most desert mammals only eat grass and plants, but this gives them all the liquid they need. In
fact, gazelles do not need to drink at all.
Birds
Birds, of course, have a great advantage. They can fly long distances to find food and water. Their
feathers protect them from the heat of the sun. Most desert birds live on insects, but some also
eat seeds and small mammals.
Reptiles
Reptiles survive very well in the desert. In fact, there are nearly 100 species of reptiles in the
Sahara. Reptiles have very thick skin and lose water from their bodies very slowly. This is a big
advantage in the desert. They are also cold-blooded, so their body temperature goes up and down
with the temperature outside. However, reptiles do not like to be too hot, so they move from one
shaded area to another. The largest reptile in the Sahara is the desert monitor lizard which can be
1.6m long.
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1 Read the text.

2 Look at the words below. Match the words on the left with their country of origin
or language on the right. Check your answers in the text.

karaoke Malaysia 

pyjama Caribbean

sky Latin

bacon Japan 

canoe Hindi  (India )

ketchup Scandinavia 

kitchen France 

3 Do you know any foreign words in your language? Where do they come from?

How English is English?
English is the second most-spoken language in 
the world. The first is Mandarin, spoken by more
than a billion people. English has the largest
vocabulary and English words come from many
different languages, places and people. 

Before AD5 the main language in Britain was
Celtic. Then the Angles, Saxons and Jutes from 
Germany and Scandinavia invaded Britain. Anglo-Saxon became the main
language with some words from Latin (street, kitchen, cheese and wine) and some
from the Scandinavian languages (husband, egg, give and sky).

In 1066, the Normans from France invaded Britain. They used French words for
expensive things, like meat (beef, mutton, pork and bacon). The British also started
to use the French form of the plural – they added an -s to the end of a word. 

From the 17th century onwards, the British travelled around the world, and more
words from different countries came into the English language. Pyjama is from the
Hindi word Kurta-pajama. Canoe comes from the language of the Arankawa, a
Caribbean people. English travellers in Malaysia loved a traditional sauce made out
of fish called catsup. They took the recipe home, added tomato and called it
ketchup! The words karate and karaoke are both from Japan. Kara means empty.
Kara-te means empty hand (no weapon) and kara-oke means empty orchestra.
The English language is still growing and changing, but the simplest words you
know probably come from Anglo Saxon.


